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Abstract

Familiar face processing involves face specific regions (the core face system) as well as

other non-specific areas related to processing of person-related information (the extended

face system). The connections between core and extended face system areas must be criti-

cal for face recognition. Some studies have explored the connectivity pattern of unfamiliar

face responding area, but none have explored those areas related to face familiarity pro-

cessing in the extended system. To study these connections, diffusion weighted imaging

with probabilistic tractography was used to estimate the white-matter pathways between

core and extended system regions, which were defined from functional magnetic resonance

imaging responses to personally-familiar faces. Strong white matter connections were

found between occipitotemporal face areas (OFA/FFA) with superior temporal sulcus and

insula suggesting the possible existence of direct anatomical connections from face-specific

areas to frontal nodes that could underlay the processing of emotional information associ-

ated to familiar faces.

Introduction

Face recognition is crucial for social interactions and many studies have tried to understand

the neural system underlying familiar face processing. These studies revealed some regions in

the occipitotemporal brain areas preferentially responding to faces and they have been repeat-

edly identified using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), revealing the “core” of

face processing [1–4]. The “core” regions are the fusiform face area (FFA), the occipital face

area (OFA) and the superior temporal sulcus (STS). These areas are more responsive to faces

than to any other type of stimuli such as objects or scenes (especially in the right hemisphere)

[5]. The classical model of neural basis of face perception [6] attached to this core unit a so-

called extended system, comprising regions from neural systems involved in other cognitive

functions that can be recruited to act in concert with the regions in the core system to extract

meaning from faces [1, 6, 7]. Some of these areas can be in charge of retrieving semantic infor-

mation and affective response, such as the hippocampus [8], the insula [9] and the amygdala
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[2, 10–12]. The activation of these brain regions by faces has been replicated in many studies

using different tasks [1, 6, 13, 14].

Functional connectivity studies have suggested that the core system is hierarchically orga-

nized in a predominantly feed-forward fashion and the processing of emotional expression is

based on the coupling between the fusiform gyrus and the amygdala, whereas identity recogni-

tion is based on the coupling between the fusiform gyrus and the orbitofrontal cortex [11].

However, the anatomical route underlying these couplings between the core and extended sys-

tem is not well understood yet.

Some studies have used deterministic tractography and regions of interest (ROIs) defined a
priori to explore the connections of the core processing system toward frontal areas [15–17].

These studies have delimited the main white matter tracts between occipitotemporal nodes

and either temporal or frontal lobes [18]. These tracts are known as inferior longitudinal fas-

ciculus (ILF) and inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (IFOF). The IFOF connects inferior-lat-

eral and dorsolateral frontal cortex with posterior temporal cortex [19, 20] and continues

posteriorly the occipital lobe [21]. The ILF passes along the lateral wall of the occipital and

temporal horns of the lateral ventricle [21] and its fibers project in the superior, middle, and

inferior temporal and fusiform gyri and also to the lingula, cuneus, the lateral surface of the

occipital lobe and the occipital pole [19, 22].

However, the deterministic methods cannot allow the study of connectivity patterns

between gray matter nodes (where the fractional anisotropy is low), being the probabilistic

methods the proper frame to analyze the circuitry among functionally determined areas [23].

These probabilistic methods initiate a high number of possible paths from every seed, then an

index is assigned to the ‘paths’ to express how likely they are to represent the actual path of the

nervous fibers. This process is repeated several times with a new set of directions each time

[24].

The anatomical gray matter-gray matter connections of the core face areas have been previ-

ously examined in a small number of studies [3, 25] by seeding the tractography in fMRI

defined face regions of interest of the core system (FFA, OFA, STS). These studies defined

ROIs from fMRI localizer by contrasting unfamiliar faces versus non-face conditions and

described the connections among the core face system regions. They found no evidence for

direct anatomical connections between FFA and STS, contrary to predictions based on current

cognitive models; but they did find direct connections to the amygdala from early occipital

areas which might underlie a rapid recruitment of limbic brain areas by visual inputs bypassing

more elaborated extrastriate cortical processing [25]. They also found no evidence of direct

connections to the frontal lobes, where some information contained in familiar faces is pro-

cessed. These results suggest a complicated pattern of anatomical connections inside the face

processing network.

Even when these studies have provided important information about connectivity in the

core system, this information is incomplete, since they all defined functional face areas using

only unfamiliar faces. It is well-known that face recognition involves not only the initial face

analysis carried out by the core areas, but also the analysis of additional information associated

to familiar faces, which involves the coupling between core face areas (e.g. the fusiform gyrus)

and other structures of the extended face system located in temporal and frontal areas [11]. It

has been demonstrated that FFA is a complex area with multiple face selective loci, that can be

revealed with different face conditions, specially different for familiar and unfamiliar condi-

tions [26]. Therefore, it is important to delimit precisely the gray matter nodes involved in

familiarity face processing and examine all possible connections among them.

In this study, probabilistic tractography was used to explore the anatomical connectivity

underlying the links between core and extended system nodes during familiar face processing.

Connections underlying personally-familiar face processing
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Familiar face processing regions were localized by recording fMRI BOLD (Blood-oxygen-

level-dependent) response during the presentation of familiar faces (tailored to each partici-

pant) and unfamiliar faces as well as non-faces stimuli. This methodology allows the localizing

of functional nodes responding to familiar faces including those belonging to the core and

extended systems. All these nodes, including the insula (Ins), anterior cingulate and medial

orbitofrontal cortex (mOF/AC), medial cingulate (MC) and posterior cingulate (PC), as well

as OFA/FFA and posterior STS (pSTS), were used as seeds for the tractography and the proba-

bility of connection among all of them. The aim of this study is to explore in more detail the

anatomical connectivity patterns between the core and extended system of face processing,

including all functional activated areas during familiar face processing.

Materials and methods

Sample

The sample used in the fMRI study included 16 individuals of 26 ± 1.9 years old (6 females)

with no neurological or psychiatric history. All participants were native Spanish speakers and

11 of them were right-handed (ascertained by self-report). Nine of the 16 subjects participating

in functional magnetic resonance scanning, took part of the diffusion tensor imaging scanning

protocol (26 ± 1.5 years old, two left-handed subjects, 3 females). These experimental proce-

dures were previously approved by the Ethics Committee of the Cuban Neuroscience Center

and are in line with the principles stated in the declaration of Helsinki (1996) [27]. Besides,

other nine subjects aged 27 ± 5.7 years old (right-handed subjects, 5 females) were scanned to

increase the diffusion weighted sample and the experimental protocol was approved by the

local Ethical Committee at University of Electronic Science and Technology of China, in com-

pliance with the latest revision of the Declaration of Helsinki. The totality of the subjects was

recruited voluntarily specifically for the purposes of this study. All subjects gave written

informed consent.

A dataset of 18 subjects from Human Connectome (HCP) project, specifically the Young

Adult dataset [28], was used for validation of our results (https://ida.loni.usc.edu/login.jsp).

The HCP project is the result of efforts of co-investigators from the University of Southern

California, Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging at Massachusetts General Hospital

(MGH), Washington University, and the University of Minnesota (Principal Investigators:

Bruce Rosen, M.D., Ph.D., Martinos Center at Massachusetts General Hospital; Arthur W.

Toga, Ph.D., University of Southern California, Van J. Weeden, MD, Martinos Center at Mas-

sachusetts General Hospital) and has been supported by the National Institute of Dental and

Craniofacial Research (NIDCR), the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) and the

National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS).

Magnetic resonance imaging acquisition protocol

The data from the first sample was recorded in a Siemens 3.0T Magnetom Allegra, while the

second sample was recorded using 3.0T General Electric Discovery MR750 system. The scan-

ning protocol included, for each subject, a high resolution T1-weighted anatomical image and

a standard diffusion sequence.

In the Siemens scan the T1-weighted structural image (1 x 1 x 1 mm resolution) was

acquired for further coregistration with the following parameters: echo time (TE) = 3930 ms,

repetition time (TR) = 1940 ms, flip angle = 9˚ and field of view (FOV) = 256 x 256 with 176

contiguous 1 mm-thick slices in a sagittal orientation. Also, the diffusion-weighted images

(DWI) were acquired along 80 independent directions. The scan protocol set 75 slices spaced

at 2 mm, with 2 mm x 2 mm in-plane resolution and a diffusion weighting b-value of 1000 s/
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mm2. Seven reference images (b0 images) with no diffusion weighting were also obtained

(b = 0 s/mm2). The following parameters were used: FOV = 128 x 128, TE = 83 ms, TR = 9400

ms, flip angle = 90˚.

Using the General Electric system, the T1-weighted structural image (1 x 1 x 1 mm resolu-

tion) was registered with the following parameters: TE = 2984 ms, TR = 6884 ms, flip

angle = 9˚ and FOV = 256 x 256 with 172 contiguous 1 mm-thick slices in a sagittal orienta-

tion. The DWI was acquired along 80 independent directions as well, and the volumes were

conformed of 75 slices spaced at 2 mm, with 2 mm x 2 mm in-plane resolution. The diffusion

weighting b-value was 1000 s/mm2 and four b0 images were also obtained. The following

parameters were used: FOV = 128 x 128, TE = 6240 ms, TR = 8500 ms, flip angle = 90˚.

The functional sequence data were collected in the first sample on the Siemens scanner

using a T2�-weighted gradient-echo, echo-planar imaging sequence (EPI) with TR = 3000 ms,

TE = 1800 ms and flip angle = 90˚. The number of acquired slices was 47 with a slice thickness

of 2.0 mm. For each run of the experiment 208 volumes were acquired. The first five volumes

were discarded from the analysis due to the T1 saturation effect.

Stimulation paradigm

The stimulation paradigm consisted in an event-related design. Stimuli from three different

experimental conditions: familiar faces, unfamiliar faces and houses‚ were randomly pre-

sented. Scrambled faces were also included as catch trials. Ten different items were included

for each experimental condition. They were repeated six times on each of the two runs of the

experiment. Trials of scrambled faces appeared 20 times in each run and subjects were

required to press a key every time they saw it.

Stimuli were presented with a duration of 1000 ms and a variable inter-stimuli interval

between 4000 and 6000 ms. All of them were projected onto the center of a black screen and

viewed through a mirror fixed to the head coil. They consisted on digitalized black and white

photographs, equalized in luminance and size. Familiar faces stimuli were tailored to each par-

ticipant, consisting in frontal pictures from their family members or close acquaintances (boy-

friend/girlfriend, mother, father or closest friends) which were masked getting rid of external

attributes, except for the face and hair. The unknown faces were balanced in age and gender

with familiar faces and all of them presented neutral expression. Participants performed two

runs with a duration of 11 min duration each.

fMRI processing

Preprocessing was carried out with SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience,

London, UK) (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) [29]. The functional scans were first submitted

to artifact correction using the ArtRepair toolbox (http://cibsr.stanford.edu/tools/ArtRepair/

ArtRepair.htm/) thus repairing motion signal intensity outliers and other artifacts (including

interpolation using nearest neighbors for bad scans). Then they were submitted to slice scan-

time correction and afterward correction for head movements (and extraction of motion

parameters) and unwarping. Each mean preprocessed functional image was then coregistered

with the subject’s T1 image. Spatial normalization was carried out after estimating the normali-

zation parameters from the segmentation of the anatomical T1 in every subject. Finally, all func-

tional images were spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with FWHM of 8 x 8 x 8 mm.

Individual subject data for each run were then analyzed by using a general linear model

(GLM) deconvolution with separate regressors for each experimental condition, to estimate

the hemodynamic response. The GLM parameters were estimated using the weighted mini-

mum mean square that corrects the temporal correlation in the data [30].

Connections underlying personally-familiar face processing
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First level and random-effect group analysis were performed resulting in the obtention of

functional responsive areas from the core system directly from the t-contrast defined by the

contrast unfamiliar faces > houses what evinced face-selective areas (p< 0.001 uncorrected).

The extended system regions were obtained from the contrast familiar faces > unfamiliar faces

which uncover those areas related to familiarity processing (p-value < 0.01 uncorrected).

Region of Interest (ROI)

First level and the second-level analysis allowed the definition of functional activated areas

related to the evaluated task for single subject and group. For the core system, functional ROIs

were obtained directly from the t-contrast defined as unfamiliar faces > houses what evinced

face-selective areas (p<0.05 uncorrected). The extended system ROIs were obtained from the

contrast familiar faces > unfamiliar faces which uncover those areas related to familiarity pro-

cessing (p-value<0.05 uncorrected). This relaxed p-value was used to avoid the dilatation of

the ROIs into the white matter to maximize contact with streamlines during tractography [3,

25]. The MarsBaR toolbox [31] (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) was used for defining the

functional ROIs from these previous contrasts. The resulting regions from the contrasts unfa-

miliar faces > houses were OFA/FFA (left and right) and STSp (left and right) representing

core system, while familiar faces > unfamiliar faces uncovered the mOF/AC, MC, PC, left and

right Ins, belonging to the extended system of face processing. The ROIs were then trans-

formed to each individual brain in diffusion space automatically, using a programmed routine

in MATLAB 2014a [32] using SPM toolbox functionalities [29]. In this routine the high-reso-

lution anatomical T1 image was realigned to the standard position on the AC-PC plane and

normalized using the procedures of SPM. The unnormalized T1 was rigidly co-registered with

the b0 image using a mutual information cost function [33]. The functional ROIs obtained

from the second-level analysis underwent an affine transformation into the original T1 space

and were transformed into the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the warping

parameters estimated from the T1 image. The normalized functional ROIs were then trans-

formed back to the b0 image native brain space of each individual automatically via inverse

normalization matrix. For the validation data from HCP a split of OFA and FFA was per-

formed based on the overlapping over the Automated Anatomical Labeling Atlas (AAL) [34].

DWI processing

The diffusion images obtained were motion and eddy-currents corrected using FSL package

(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/index.html) [35–37]. The resulting rotations were used to realign

the gradient directions matrix. Non-brain tissue was removed from DWI using Brain Extraction

Tool (BET-FSL) [38] with a fractional intensity threshold of 0.3. After that, bedpostx function based

on Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling built up distributions on diffusion parameters at each

voxel [23, 39]. This procedure creates all the files necessary for running probabilistic tractography.

The probabilistic tractography was performed using probtrackx2 function which repeti-

tively samples from the distributions of voxel-wise principal diffusion directions, each time

computing a streamline through these local samples to generate a probabilistic streamline or a

sample from the distribution on the location of the true streamline [23, 39]. The multiple

masks option was chosen to generate a connectivity distribution among the ten seed masks

extracted from the fMRI analysis with 5000 fiber iterations in each voxel and a threshold cur-

vature angle of 80 degrees, step size of 0.5 mm and a minimum length threshold of 0 mm. That

means that the fiber tracking was initiated in both directions (from seed to target and vice

versa). The final connectivity paths were summarized by averaging across the subjects and the

results were represented using MRIcroGL (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricrogl/).

Connections underlying personally-familiar face processing
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Analysis

Since two DWI samples were used, an independent sample permutation t-test (mult_comp_-
perm_t2) was performed between the probabilistic tractography output of both samples to

ensure they can be considered as samples of the same population [40, 41]. For this analysis

each group was normalized by its estimated standard deviation and the difference between

groups was taken. Multiple comparison correction was also applied.

A t-test for dependent samples was performed to uncover the hemispheric asymmetry in

connectivity strength among ROIs extracted from fMRI using a p-value = 0.0016 (equivalent

to p-value = 0.05 Bonferroni correction), in terms of size or number of voxels. For this analysis

was used the STATISTICA 10 package [42]. In this analysis each ROI was considered (as seed)

with their ipsilateral connections (regions in the same hemisphere used as target). Besides, the

density of visits in each structure of the AAL atlas [34] was estimate and the results submitted

to a t-test to explore the hemispheric connectivity strength in the 58 structures contained in

each hemisphere. The hemispheric asymmetry was also assessed in 18 subjects from the HCP

database using the same processing pipeline and ROIs extracted from the second-level analysis

fMRI. This issue was also evaluated using the tracking among individual ROIs (from the first-

level analysis of fMRI) in the 9 subjects that were fMRI recorded. The probability path across

all seeds from second-level analysis was normalized and averaged and the result represented

over the MNI template and the same procedure was done for individual ROIs from first-level

analysis on each individual brain from the fMRI-recorded subjects. Besides, probability maps

based on subject coincidence were created taking the voxels with more than 5000 visits for

each subsample from the two scanners used in this study.

The connectivity matrixes obtained from the probabilistic tractography for each ROI were

averaged across the subjects from our sample and validation dataset from HCP, using the

aforementioned ROIs and independent OFA and FFA, respectively. Besides, graphical repre-

sentation of the connectivity was performed by using CircularGraph toolbox from MATLAB

(https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/48576-circulargraph/). The line

width in the circular graph depicts the normalized sum of count of visits of each pair or ROIs

in both directions (using both ROIs of each pair once as seed and once as target). To show the

strength of connectivity we used histograms that show the number of count of visits in each

ROI normalized by the maximum across all subjects.

Results

The fMRI analysis evinced those functional areas related to face processing (Fig 1). The results

of the unfamiliar faces > houses contrast identified a big cluster in bilateral occipitotemporal

lobe including OFA and FFA (OFA/FFA), left posterior superior temporal sulcus (STSp_L),

right posterior superior temporal sulcus (STSp_R) and also small clusters in more occipital

areas (visual cortex (Vis)) (Fig 1A). On the other hand, a total of five responsive areas were

obtained from the contrast familiar faces > unfamiliar faces evinced clusters in several brain

regions including medial orbitofrontal/anterior cingulate (mOF/AC), medial cingulate (MC),

posterior cingulate (PC) and left and right insula (Ins_L, Ins_R) (Fig 1B).

All the identified ROIs (Fig 2) extracted from these activation clusters were used later to

performed probabilistic tractography among them using each one as seed. The size of these

ROIs in normalized space is listed in Table 1.

The activation clusters obtained in the core system for face processing were larger in the

right hemisphere, as well as mOF/AC from the extended system. On the contrary, the rest of

the areas, that also belong to the extended system were more represented in the number of

voxels over the left hemisphere (MC, PC, Ins) (Table 1).
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The two samples of this study were merged after the independent sample permutation t-test

showed no significant difference between the probabilistic tractography output of both sam-

ples. This result allowed the analysis of all the data altogether as part of the same population.

The reconstruction of the averaged probabilistic path is shown in (Fig 3) indicating a high

probability of connections in occipitotemporal areas (core system) but maintaining a stronger

Fig 1. Functional activation identified by the contrasts: A) faces> houses and B) familiar faces> unknown faces. Maps were overlaid on the average

inflated cortical surface of the SPM. The figure depicts voxels surviving p< 0.001 and p< 0.01 uncorrected, respectively. Color indicates the t-values.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g001
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pattern towards more frontal areas (extended system) in the left hemisphere. This pattern

remained even when the path obtained from the samples recorded in each scanner are repre-

sented separately in a subject coincidence map (S1 Fig).

To explore the existence of asymmetry in connectivity strength, we performed a t-test for

dependent samples to the count of visits between both hemispheres. For this, each ROI was

considered (as seed) with their ipsilateral connections (regions in the same hemisphere used as

target). This analysis showed that core areas (OFA/FFA and STSp) were more bidirectionally

connected in the left hemisphere while STSp also was more connected to the left representa-

tion of Ins (Table 2).

The comparison among density of count of visits in parcellations coming from the AAL

atlas showed a left asymmetry in 33.62% of the structures and 0.86% to the right in our main

data, while in HCP data the left hemisphere obtained the highest values in the 32.75% of the

structures and 19.83% towards the right hemisphere. However, when the analysis was per-

formed using the individual ROIs in the 9 subjects with fMRI recording no difference between

hemisphere was founded (S2 Fig). For statistical details refers to Table in S1 Table.

The average of the count of visits in each ROI was summarized in a typical connectivity

matrix (Fig 4) showing the specific areas or ROIs that are strongly connected. The MC was

preferably connected to PC but also with left STSp, while PC presented reciprocal connections

to MC but also to left STSp (and these ones with PC and MC). The left insula was connected

with its corresponding hemispheric OFA/FFA and PC (bidirectionally). Bilateral OFA/FFA

Fig 2. Regions of interest extracted from activation clusters in left and right view (L and R) and ventral view (A: anterior and P: posterior region).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g002

Table 1. Description of the region of interest (ROI) size obtained from activation clusters.

Regions of Interest

(ROIs)

Number of Voxels

(normalized space)

Medial orbitofrontal/Anterior cingulate (mOF/AC) 902

(554 in right hemisphere)

Medial cingulate (MC) 2774

(310 in right hemisphere)

Posterior cingulate (PC) 1195

(545 in right hemisphere)

Left insula (Ins-L) 773

Right insula (Ins-R) 204

Left Occipital face area/Face fusiform area (OFA/FFA-L) 1406

Right Occipital face area/Face fusiform area (OFA/FFA-R) 2171

Left Posterior Superior Temporal Sulcus (STSp-L) 730

Right Posterior Superior Temporal Sulcus (STSp-R) 736

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.t001
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was highly connected to its ipsilateral STSp, reciprocally. The Vis was connected mostly to

MC, PC, left OFA/FFA and left STSp. Even though our interest was focused in the main struc-

tures (OFA and FFA) of the core system as seed of our tractography as a whole, we also

Fig 3. Connectivity path among the functional seeds obtained using probabilistic tractography. The average of count of visits is drawn in each voxel. Color indicates

the number of visits.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g003

Table 2. T-test for dependent samples exploring the lateralization of the probabilistic path among bilateral

regions of interest (ROIs) as seeds and the ipsilateral targets (p<0.0016).

Seed

Region of Interest

Target Region of Interest t P

OFA/FFA Left vs Right STSp Left vs Right 7.3396 0.000001

STSp Left vs Right OFA/FFA Left vs Right 7.80803 0.000001

STSp Left vs Right Ins Left vs Right 3.80462 0.001417

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.t002
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estimated the averaged connectivity matrix from 18 subjects from Human Connectome Proj-

ect by using independent OFA and FFA which can be seen on Fig 5.

A circular graph was reconstructed from the connectivity matrix among the regions of

interest and we pointed out the interesting connections by the edge width (Fig 6). The edge

width represents the normalized sum of count of visits of each pair of ROIs but in both func-

tions: each pair once as seed and once as target. As can be seen, the circular graph shows that

OFA/FFA (left and right) is preferentially connected to the ipsilateral representation of STSp,

in both hemispheres but stronger in the left hemisphere (Fig 6). Besides, left OFA/FFA is well-

Fig 4. Averaged connectivity matrix across the subjects of cumulated count of visits in each ROI.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g004
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connected to left Ins despite of the distance between them. The PC appears to be highly con-

nected to Vis and the MC.

These results are corroborated by the histogram of connection probability that represents

the normalized number of count of visits leaving each ROI (as seed) (by the maximum across

all the subjects) toward the other ones (as target) (Fig 7). Histograms show that OFA/FFA

exhibits strong connectivity patterns toward their ipsilateral STSp and Vis (Fig 7A), while

there is a noticeable left asymmetry. Meanwhile, the STSp was connected mostly to PC, Vis

Fig 5. Averaged connectivity matrix across the sample from human connectome project´s subjects of cumulated count of visits in each ROI and considering

Occipital Face Area (OFA) and Fusiform Face Area (FFA) as independent seeds.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g005
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and ipsilateral OFA/FFA with higher values in left connections (Fig 7B). For the extended sys-

tem, more subtle connectivity patterns were extracted. The Ins was connected in low degree to

different areas but the left one had always the highest values of connections and preferentially

to left OFA/FFA (Fig 7C). The mOF/AC showed weak connections with all the regions (Fig

7D); MC was relatively highly connected to PC (Fig 7E). Meanwhile, PC was widely connected

to MC, left STSp and Vis (Fig 7F). The Vis was in general poorly connected popping up only

its connection to PC (Fig 7G).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to describe the anatomical connections underlying personally familiar

face processing which has not been done before. To directly investigate the structural connec-

tions related to face processing task, a probabilistic fiber tracking analysis was conducted using

the activation clusters as seeds and targets. In general, the connectivity was higher among ROIs

that belong to the same hemisphere, which has been previously reported by Zalesky et al.

(2010). Zalesky et al. using diffusion weighted imaging tractography and the 82-node AAL par-

cellation reconstructed an adjacency matrix that if ordered in such a way that all left-hemisphere

nodes occupy the first 41 rows, the presence of two strongly connected sub-blocks along the

diagonal become obvious, which exclusively corresponds to intra-hemispheric connectivity

Fig 6. Circular graph of the sum of count of visits from and to each ROI. Line width is normalized to the maximum number of count of visits.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g006
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[43]. Interestingly, we found direct connections between OFA/FFA, STSp and Ins, which were

stronger among the regions in the left hemisphere (Fig 3). This result suggests the existence of

multiple parallel pathways from core face areas through extended system.

Considering that probabilistic tractography estimates a probability of connection between

the seed voxel and other voxels or regions of the brain (targets), and the probability of connec-

tion is usually defined as the density of the trajectories that connect them (where the density is

calculated as the number of connecting trajectories normalized by the total number of trajecto-

ries) [44], the more voxels in seed and/or target the higher the probability of connections

between them. Taking this into account, it is possible that left lateralization in OFA/FFA-Ins

connections (and the reciprocal pair, Ins-OFA/FFA) are explained by the larger size of left Ins

(almost 4 times larger than the right one), even when in the right hemisphere OFA/FFA is the

larger target (1.5 larger), which could compensate to some extent the contribution from left

Ins. Only one previous report found the left hemisphere connectivity lateralization, but it is

related to STS [25] which agrees with our results. It’s important to notice that left laterization

of connectivity was found in this study despite of the similar size of both STS, left and right.

Fig 7. Connectivity probability among regions of interest (ROI) that belong to face processing system. Histograms represent the normalized number of streamlines

leaving each seed region towards the target regions. Core system areas: A) Occipital face area-Fusiform face area (OFA/FFA) and B) posterior Superior Temporal Sulcus

(STSp); Extended system areas: C) Insula (Ins), D) medial Orbito-frontal cortex/Anterior cingulate (mOF/AC), E) medial cingulate (MC), F) posterior cingulate (PC)

and G) Visual cortex (Vis). L: Left hemisphere (blue), R: right hemisphere (red).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0222087.g007
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In general, the left lateralization was found in the main sample when the tractography was

ran and also in its replication in the HCP data with ROIs from second-level analysis while the

use of individual ROIs (first-level analysis) resulted in no hemispheric difference pointing to

the importance of ROIs selection for the tracking related to functional response. It can be pos-

sible that the size of the seeding ROIs affects the results of the tractography since the absolute

connectivity value depends on the number of voxels in the seed region and the number of

times each voxel is seeded for tractography [36, 45], explaining the left lateralization found

here. Besides, the high degree of variability in ROIs coming from individual analysis [46, 47]

seems to be a not suitable choice for generalization, at least in the network studied here.

In front of this unexpected left lateralization, the tractography was run again (on HCP data)

but this time flipping the ROIs along the left-right axis. Interestingly, with the flipped ROIs the

resulting probability maps presented a right lateralization of density of visits along the AAL

structures, but in lesser extended that when the ROIs were seeded in their original position.

These results showed that the seeding in flipped ROIs achieved only a 24.14% of right laterali-

zation and 10.34% of left one, while the original run had a 32.76% of left lateralization and

0.86% of right one (for further details refers to Table in S1 Table). The effect of flipped ROIs

here is not as strong as we were expecting in case of ROI size as the main cause for the laterali-

zation. However, it is not possible to conclude about the left lateralization under these condi-

tions, even when there is a tendency to stronger connections in the left hemisphere. This effect

emphasizes the importance of reporting the actual size of the ROIs used in probabilistic tracto-

graphy, which is not the common practice in previous reports.

Through this study, the identification of the core system of face processing was possible

with the selected stimulation paradigm, which elicited larger activations clusters in the right

hemisphere (Table 1), at least for the core regions. This lateralized activation to the right in

face tasks is a widely reported fact that supports the hypothesis of right-hemisphere dominance

for face-specific processing [5, 48]. However, the current models of familiar face recognition

do not take into account the differences in processing between hemispheres where the right

one seems to be related to high level individualization and categorization of persons and the

left one is involved on mechanism of reshaping and restructuring the features in a appropri-

ated context using verbally acquired abstract criteria [49]. This functional lateralization of

hemispheres was tested using voxel-based morphometry and correlating performance in three

tasks with whole-brain gray matter volume, finding significant correlation between perfor-

mance in naming and semantic association with left anterior temporal lobe, whereas familiar-

ity judgment with right anterior middle temporal gyrus [50].

The location of OFA/FFA has been very consistent in several studies [2, 5, 14, 51–53]. Spe-

cifically, the FFA has been identified as an area especially sensible to facial configuration and

identity while OFA has been related to more basics characteristic of the faces [54, 55]. In addi-

tion to these areas, there is a third one located in the posterior part of the superior temporal

sulcus (STSp), evinced in this study, that has been previously reported to be related to the per-

ception of facial movements and in the perception of features, such as eye gaze and expression

[6], as well as audiovisual face-voice integration region [56]. These areas that belong to the

core face system presented activations that tended to be more extended in the right hemi-

sphere which agrees with previous reports [5, 14] but in less extend in the STSp. It is important

to note that the contrast used here for localizing activation areas is not proper for uncovering

visual areas in a wide criterion, and the ROI representing visual area here is small and dis-

placed from the calcarine cortex. That means we were extracting only the voxels that were

responding preferentially to faces if we consider that Vis responds to a single object category

[57]. This restriction in the number of voxels in the area called Vis, instead of use of a
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predefined ROIs from anatomical information, could explain the lack of connections found

between visual areas and the face core system.

By using familiar faces as stimuli as well as the contrast familiar faces > unfamiliar faces, it

was possible to successfully identify the areas corresponding to the extended system of face

processing: mOF/AC, medial and posterior cingulate cortex (MC, PC) and Ins. Most of these

areas were composed of more voxels in the left hemisphere (except for mOF/AC). It is impor-

tant to note that this study used personally-familiar faces instead of famous or learned faces,

which must enhance the activation of extended system and recruited areas related to process-

ing the emotional meaning (faces from friends and relatives) of the faces, a subsystem related

to the emotion-from identity processing [58] which is not activated in presence of visually

familiar faces (learnt in laboratory). On the other hand, an interesting study using multivoxel

pattern analysis to fMRI was able to decode identity-independent familiarity information and

face identity in a set of overlapping areas in core and extended systems providing evidence

that activity in the extended system might also carry information about identity and personal

familiarity [59].

The larger activation of extended system areas in the left hemisphere in response to familiar

faces can be explained by the lateralization of positive emotions to the left hemisphere that has

been proposed based on the ‘valence hypothesis’ which assumes an opposite dominance of the

left hemisphere for positive emotions and of the right hemisphere for negative emotions [60,

61]. Personally familiar faces elicited bilateral activation with important recruitment of the left

hemisphere [58]. Leibenluft et al. (2004) by contrasting the face of a mother’s own child and a

familiar child, which found areas in the anterior paracingulate, pre-frontal cortex, and left

insula which was considered like a maternal attachment sign [62]. Another study that distin-

guished between famous faces and personally familiar faces found that famous ones were right

lateralized whereas personally-familiar faces, particularly partner and own faces, elicited bilat-

eral activations [63], which agrees with our findings despite the lateralization for some ROIs.

The connectivity found between the core area and insula supports the existence of a direct

white-matter route from occipital cortex to limbic areas bypassing other areas, like PC, which

has been proposed referring to the amygdala [1, 25]. Despite the relatively low connectivity

compared with other seed-target pairs, the presence of this connection among so far away

regions and taking into account the limitation of the probabilistic tracking which values fall

down with the distance [64], leads us to solidify the existence of connections among areas.

Even when the tractography was not seeded in the amygdala (since it did not emerge from

fMRI study) the trajectory of the high connectivity voxels from occipitotemporal to frontal

areas, seems to bypass the amygdala (see Fig 3).

Ethofer et al. (2013) used an fMRI adaptation paradigm for faces and voices to determine

regions to be used as seed in probabilistic tractography. They found that STS modules con-

verge in the orbitofrontal cortex, which runs through the external capsule for the voice area,

through the dorsal superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF) for the face area and through the ven-

tral SLF for the audiovisual integration area. However, we did not detect this pattern for STSp,

perhaps due to methodological differences since they performed probabilistic fiber tracking

without restrictions by the target.

On the other hand, Gschwind et al. (2012) found no preferential link from STS to FFA or

OFA [3] what disagrees with our findings and contradicts the current cognitive models. Also,

this ROI has shown the tendency to be connected with more frontal areas [25], in our case is

evident the preferential connection to cingulate (medial and posterior) cortexes. The lack of

strong connections found by Pyles et al. (2013) between STS and middle fusiform (referring as

FFA in this article), or between STS and the other face-selective regions is the reason why this

author suggested a re-evaluation of the “core” face network with respect to what functional
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areas are or are not included in this network. However, we did find relatively high connectivity

toward more frontal areas.

Finally, it must be considered the pattern of activation found in the extended system and its

possible role in familiar face processing information. Although the PC had presented low

probability of direct connections to all other face-responsive areas for unfamiliar face [25], the

present study found that this region, when is delimited by familiar faces, appears to some

extend to all of them, having the high probability of connections towards MC, left STS and

Vis. This area has been related to the assessment of personal relevance [65], face self-recogni-

tion [66], memory process, familiarity and affective valence [1], but the actual role is still

unclear.

The mOF/AC was poorly connected to the other studied areas. This was unexpected since

it is believe to be involved in the perception of emotional information in faces and voices and

constitutes a neural interface linking sensory areas with brain regions implicated in the genera-

tion of behavioral responses [56]. This area, that belongs to the prefrontal cortex region did

not respond to familiar faces lacking of semantic information, suggesting therefore, that this

area is only modulated by personal knowledge triggered by familiar faces [67, 68]. In this

study, the connectivity estimations seem to be affected by the lack of distance correction.

According to our data, the left insula response to the presented stimuli is more extended

than its counterpart in the right hemisphere. In literature, the Ins responds to stimuli valence,

such as facial expression [69] and as a mediator in empathic reactions [70]. The face of one’s

child elicits activity in this area reflecting the attachment and protectiveness in the maternal

care [62]. A previous study from our group in Capgras syndrome showed that there is a lack of

connectivity among occipital areas of face processing and frontal areas in left hemisphere asso-

ciated to lack of affective processing of familiar faces [15] supporting the relevance of this

hemisphere for emotional valence of face identity processing.

The cingulate regions belonging to the extended system of faces are related in general to

emotional processing. MC has been associated to the facilitation of emotional face recognition

where recognition of disgusted faces was improved by the presentation of an olfactory stimulus

irrespective of its emotional valence [9] and self-awareness [71]. PC showed an increased activ-

ity when familiar faces (actors, politicians and family members) are presented suggesting that

this region plays a role in the acquisition of simple visual familiarity [67, 72]; however, the

response is stronger when the face belongs to a close acquaintances which might indicate the

involvement of these areas in the retrieval of episodic memories and biographical information

associated with familiar individuals [13]. Gschwind et al. (2012) in a connectivity analysis of

posterior cingulate showed a low probability of connections to the other analyzed face-respon-

sive areas what agrees in general with our result in which the main connections to this area

were from Vis and MC.

Limitations

Due to our interest in exploring the connectivity toward the regions that respond to familiarity

in face processing (extended system), we analyzed two regions that belong to the core system

as a unique region (OFA/FFA) in our main sample, which neglect some internal connection

between the inferior occipital gyrus and middle fusiform gyrus and from these regions to the

other explored ROIs. However, the probabilistic tractography using independent OFA and

FFA on HCP dataset allowed to shed some light over possible neglected information. Other

limitation of this study is that we analyzed the extended system regions, (mOF/AC, MC and

PC) as unique ROIs without considering the hemispheric representation in each one. Besides

what is mentioned above, it must take into consideration one of the limitations of the
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probabilistic tractography, namely the decreasing of probability with distance what could lead

to an overestimation in the closer paths to the seed and an underestimation of real path

towards more distant regions [64]. On the other hand, we performed group analysis to extract

the ROIs which implies that only the face-selective voxels that overlap across individuals will

be included, and thus many voxels in each individual are outside the region of overlap and not

further analyzed [73].

Another important element that must be considered in this study is the handedness of par-

ticipants. Interestingly, in a recent study the handedness has been related to neural mechanism

underlying hemispheric lateralization of face processing [74]. These authors found an

enhanced recruitment of the left FFA in left-handers compared to right-handers, while OFA

was similarly lateralized to the right hemisphere in both groups. Also, they found that the gray

matter volume in left FFA was significantly larger in left-handers. Another evidence was

observed in prosopagnosia following unilateral lesions to the left hemisphere, which has been

reported in left-handed subjects [75, 76]. Since our sample present heterogeneous handedness

some of these effects could be included in the group analysis, despite of the found larger activa-

tion in the right hemisphere, at least for the core structures. After a recent report about the

handedness effect on lateralization of face processing [74] this sample characteristic should be

maintained homogenous across the subjects in our future work.

Conclusions

The connectivity profile associated to familiar face processing circuitry seems to be based on

parallel links between core and extended system of face areas, including direct anatomical con-

nections between OFA/FFA and STS, and also direct connections also between OFA/FFA and

insula. This direct occipito-frontal route could explain the emotional information processing

related to familiar faces.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Coincidence map of subject’s connectivity from the probabilistic tractography. A)

Subsample recorded in Siemens scanner, B) in General Electric scanner. The map was created

by including the voxels with more than 5000 visits.

(TIF)

S2 Fig. Connectivity path among the individual functional seeds obtained from the first-

level analysis of fMRI across nine subjects. The average of count of visits is drawn in each

voxel. Color indicates the number of visits.

(TIF)

S1 Table. Statistical report of hemispheric differences based on density of count of visit in

AAL structures for the performed tractographies.

(PDF)
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